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When Florante at Laura was first published by Philippine Books, Inc., it became a bestseller in the Philippines for almost a decade. It
has been translated in many languages and has been deemed a classic. There were two film adaptations of Florante at Laura. The
first was in 1973, which was directed by Pepe Rosell and starred Nora Aunor, Imelda Papin, and Solita M. Nitang. The second was in

1999, which was directed by Marilou Diaz-Abaya and starred Angel Locsin, Isabel Granada, and Roselyn Sanchez. Florante at Laura is
a timeless classic that will forever be read and debated about by Filipinos. It is a work of literature that has been able to affect the
changing times in which it was written. In its 79th anniversary, Florante at Laura released a limited edition of 100 copies. It is now

available for $717 USD or approximately $45 CDN at the online bookstores. The Treaty of Paris, which ended the two-year war, was
signed on February 3, 1815. The treaty, which was signed on December 10, 1814, granted the United States the cession of the

Florante at Laura Spanish possession of the Philippines. In the treaty, Spain gave the United States the islands of Luzon, Mindanao,
the Mariana Islands, and the Carolines with shipping rights, mineral rights, the right of establishment of a commission to govern the

Philippines, commercial fishing rights off the countrys coast, and three seats in the US Senate. Under the terms of the Treaty of Paris,
the United States formally assumed responsibility for the protection of the Filipinos; the new international commission was charged

with helping to develop a new form of government for the islands.
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